
 

 
 

 

Bombay Sapphire, London Dry 

(40%, London) w/ fresh lime 

Fresh citrus and juniper flavours with a light spiced finish 
 

Bosford, Rosé Premium Gin 

(37.5%, England) w/ fresh raspberries 

Strong red berry aromas and sweet to taste, with a hint of lemon 

 

Botanist, Islay Dry 

(46%, Islay) w/ fresh lemon 

Sharp aromas of citrus and mint lead into a palate of lemon and orange flavours 

 

Caorunn, Modern London Dry 

(41.8%, Highlands) w/ fresh apple 

Floral and citrus aromas give rise to a sweet apple flavour with hints of orange and honey 

 

Daffy’s, Scottish Gin 

(43.4%, Highlands) w/ fresh lime 

Fresh citrus and mint aromas give way to a balance of juniper, coriander and citrus flavours 

 

Eden Mills, London Dry 

(42%, St. Andrews) w/ fresh raspberries 

Lemongrass aromas precede a tart berry flavour and a smooth finish 

 

Edinburgh Gin, Scottish Gin 

(40%, Edinburgh) w/ fresh orange 

Juniper and pine aromas with a soft lavender and citrus palate and a hint of vanilla 

 

Edinburgh Gin, Elderflower 

(20%, Edinburgh) w/ fresh lemon 

A floral aroma complemented by the sweet taste of elderflower, lemon and pear with a dry finish 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edinburgh Gin, Raspberry 

(20%, Edinburgh) w/ fresh raspberries 

A strong red berry aroma. Sweet to taste with a subtle tart finish 

 

Edinburgh Gin, Rhubarb & Ginger 

(40%, Edinburgh) w/ fresh lemon 

A sweet, citrus taste balanced by a delicate warmth and spicy finish 

 

Harris, Scottish Gin 

(45%, Isle of Harris) w/ fresh pink grapefruit 

Sweet fruit flavours of grapefruit are balanced with infused sugar kelp to provide a smooth, dry finish 

 

Hendrick’s, Scottish Gin 

(41.4%, Ayrshire) w/ fresh cucumber 

Rose petal and cucumber aromas with a palate full of cucumber, oak, juniper and vanilla notes 

 

Oxley, London Dry 

(47%, England) w/ fresh lime 

A strong citrus zest aroma with a sweet and sour citrus flavour 

 

Rock Rose, Scottish Gin 

(41.5%, Thurso) w/ fresh orange 

A rose petal and cardamom nose with citrus, juniper and berry botanicals 

 

Tanqueray, No Ten 

(47.3%, London) w/ fresh pink grapefruit 

A tangy citrus nose and a fresh citrus and camomile palate completed with a juniper finish 

 

The Gael, Scottish Gin 

(40%, Dumbarton) w/ fresh orange 

Single malt distilled. A warm citrus nose, followed by juniper, heather and cardamom notes 

 

 


